1. Postulate of Stability of Tax Burden

The postulate of stability of tax burden has been presented in tax-related literature for a long time. The postulate requires stability of basic elements of tax law construction over a reasonable period of time, as well as not imposing new taxes without fixing an adequate period allowing tax payers not only to get to know the new laws, but also to plan their activity under the new conditions.

For many years, tax law literature has treated stability of tax burden in a reasonably long period of time as one of the most basic principles of tax system. For example, it can be mentioned that when creating the principle of certainty of taxation, Adam Smith postulated that a tax payer should be assured what duties and privileges are connected with imposing and paying a tax [1]. Smith stated that the government should guarantee the date of payment, the way of payment and the sum to be paid. Certainty of tax, according to Smith, was to be ensured by legislation protecting tax payers from the abuse of state authorities. Quite similar claims were made by Adolph Wagner, who regarded the principle of certainty as the basic principle of tax management [2]. Moreover, Fritz Neumark added the principle of tax law durability to the catalogue of principles of tax technique [3]. According to Neumark, the principle was extremely important because it could guarantee stability of tax burden. In the author’s opinion the principle is so important since fixed tax duties make it possible to plan business activity in a rational and safe way.

The principle of tax surety and the ensuing postulate of ensuring the possibility to predict the activities of state authorities were dealt with by Poland’s Constitutional Tribunal [4]. In its judgement of March 02, 1993 [5] the court emphasized that “the principles of the state of law require that changes to the law in force with negative consequences to the legal situation of individuals shall be done by using the technique of temporary provisions, or at least proper vacatio legis, thus allowing the individuals to prepare for the new legal situation.” In the Constitutional Tribunal’s opinion the lawmaker can act contrary to the above rule in particular situations only, if public
interest so requires. The principle of predictability of tax law should in particular apply to tax law making. The principle of law assurance and the principle of legal safety which is connected with the former are very important in this process. Stating the reasons for its judgement, the Constitutional Tribunal claimed that a state of stability of legislation can be difficult to achieve but assurance should be primarily understood as the possibility to predict actions of state authorities influencing citizens’ behaviour. Tax payers should have a possibility to plan their activities and in this way to promote the country’s development.

2. Legal Instruments Ensuring Stability of Tax Burden

When considering the stability of tax burden, it is extremely important to refer to the fact that some tax law provisions are included in the Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 1997. The Constitution, being the first act among law statutes in the hierarchy of legal acts, is fundamental for direct tax provisions. First of all, tax provisions in the Constitution of Poland oblige the lawmakers to treat the state as common good of all citizens, which should be reflected in the substance of established law rules. Moreover, constitutional provisions prevent lawlessness of state authorities in establishing tax obligations and prevent lawlessness of administration in enforcement of these duties [6].

The principle of exclusive competence of a statute in creating the content of tax duty is quite important from the point of view of stabilising of tax duties. According to article 217 of the Constitution of Republic of Poland “The imposition of taxes, as well as other public imposts, the specification of those subject to the tax and the rates of taxation, as well as the principles for granting tax relieves and remissions, along with categories of taxpayers exempt of taxation, shall be by means of statute.” It means that basic elements of tax law construction have to originate directly from a tax statute. The principle embraces also establishment of tax rates which can be changed only by virtue of a statute [7]. Although the principle of exclusive competence in creating the content of tax duties is directly stipulated only in the Constitution of Republic of Poland of 1997, the principle had been expressed in jurisdiction of Constitutional Tribunal [8] and financial law literature [9] long before the Constitution came into force. In several judgments Constitutional Tribunal emphasized that tax statutes cannot transfer issues related to the substance of tax duty to secondary legislation. The substance of tax duty, in Constitutional Tribunal’s opinion is limited by basic elements of the legal construction, such as the taxable person, taxable event, tax basis and tax rates. These elements deciding of the substance of tax duties can be specified exclusively in a statute.

Another institution established to ensure the stability of tax burden and to avoid surprising tax payers with new legal acts is a provision included in article 123 of the Constitution of Republic of Poland. According to the article “The Council of Ministers may classify statutes adopted by itself as urgent”. In purpose of speeding up legislation processes, article 123 of the Constitution of Republic of Poland shortens the periods normally available to the Parliament and the President. Such shorter periods do not apply in the case of tax law which can be passed uniquely in the regular mode provided for in the Constitution. Such a provision is established to avoid situation in which legislative works concerning such important sphere of social relationships as taxes would proceed in a hurry. It is also important to give taxpayers more time to become acquainted with the proposed changes in taxes at an early stage of parliamentary works.

Including tax matters in the Constitution creates also possibility for Constitutional Tribunal to control the Parliament in passing tax law. Earlier decisions of the Constitutional Tribunal allowed to formulate a few principles which should be taken under consideration by lawmakers in passing tax laws. The most important are the principle of exclusive competence of a statute in creating the substance of tax duty, the principle preventing retroactivity of tax law (lex retro non agit), the principle of confidence to the State and laws established by the State, the principle of tax justice, the principle of not changing a tax during a fiscal year, the principle of changing tax law in a mode provided for the budget statute [10].

3. Ways of Changing Tax Rates in Polish Tax Law

According to the principle of exclusive competence of statutes in creating the content of tax duty, changes of tax rates (of fundamental importance for the stability of tax burden) can be done only by virtue of changing tax statutes. It is worth emphasizing that in the jurisdiction
of Constitutional Tribunal it is impossible to find exemptions which would allow the lawmakers to waive this principle. Constitutional Tribunal does not quote any situation in which the lawmakers could avoid the order of creating tax duties in statutes or any tax or group of taxes which are not governed by the said principle. The same point of view was included also in the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Justice and administrative courts [11].

Considering all of the above it needs to be emphasized that there are big differences in ways of establishing the level of tax rates in the case of different tax types.

In the case of income taxes (personal income tax and corporate income tax) and value added tax (VAT – referred to as “Goods and Services tax” in the Polish legislation) there is no doubt that rates should be defined directly in tax statutes. In the personal income tax statute [12] the main provisions concerning tax rates are included in article 27. According to the article the tax rates are 19%, 30%, 40% depending on one’s income [13]. There is just one 19% tax rate in the statute provided corporate income (article 19 [14]). There are also similar provisions applying to the value added tax. According to article 41 of the statute on goods and services tax [15], tax rates are 22%, 7%, 0% [16]. In the case of all these taxes, the change of their respective levels can be done uniquely by changing a tax statute, so taxpayers are able to prepare for the changes before the changes are passed and published. Thus the stability of tax burden is guaranteed by the legislative process which give taxpayers more necessary time to prepare for changed rules of taxation.

In the case of income taxes guarantees of the stability of tax law were also confirmed by principles expressed in the body of judgements of Constitutional Tribunal. The principle of annual nature of a tax is crucially important for approving the stability of fiscal burden. The principle means that tax rates cannot be changed during the tax year. The principle is strongly connected with the social importance of taxation [17]. The principle is not provided for in the Constitution of Republic of Poland. The judgements of the Constitutional Tribunal have induced the principle of not changing tax rates during the year by using the principle of the democratic state of law. The main question which Constitutional Tribunal had to answer was as follows: if tax rates are changed just after the beginning of a new tax year, would unconstitu-

tionality of such a provision embrace just the period from 1st of January up to the publication of such a law act or the whole tax year [18].

The Tribunal’s answer to this question can be found in the judgement of March 29, 1994 [19]. The judgment concerned the personal income tax in which a taxable period equals to a calendar year, but a taxpayer has to eventually calculate the tax in the year following the year which the tax concerned. The tax is estimated by taking under consideration the whole income of a taxpayer in a given year irrespectively of when exactly the income was made. Considering the difficulties connected with dividing a year into separate tax periods subject to different tax rates, the Tribunal decided that taxes which are paid yearly cannot be changed during a tax year. Thus, all changes must be made in the preceding year. Moreover, quoting the reasons for the judgement the Constitutional Tribunal stated that changing tax rates during a year infringes on the principle of surety of law and erodes the citizens’ confidence in the State, which is crucially important in tax law. In the light of the above, surprising taxpayers with changing tax rates during a year is against the principles of a democratic state of law. A similar opinion can be found in the Constitutional Tribunal’s judgement of March 15, 1995 [20]. In this judgement the Tribunal stressed that the ban on changing taxes during a year is an extension of the lex retro non agit principle [21]. The judgement of January 12, 1995 [22], in which Constitutional Tribunal emphasized that establishing and putting law into practice cannot be a “trap” for citizens, which presents the same line of jurisdiction. Citizens should have the possibility to arrange their own businesses based on a belief that they will not have to face any legal consequences unpredictable at the moment of taking the decision. They must also have the right to act believing that their actions undertaken in the light of current laws will be properly recognised in a new legal order [23].

The principle presented above does not concern the Goods and Services Tax (VAT), because the tax period here is not a year but a month, so a change of tax rate can be made with respect to a period of one month.

According to article 168 of the Constitution of Republic of Poland: “To the extent established by statute, units of local government shall have the right to set the level of local taxes and charges.” Nonetheless, both in tax literature as well as in judgements of administrative courts there is a
controversy if one year principle exists with reference to local taxes. The opinion that authorities of local government cannot change local tax rates during a tax year is expressed in the judgement of the Supreme Administrative Court of July 24, 1996 [24]. Nonetheless, in several judgments the court admitted that in the light of the current legal system it is impossible to agree that local authorities cannot change rates of real estate tax and grant or remove tax relieves during a year [25].

There is a big difference in changing tax rates in excise tax. Contrary to article 217 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland and doubtless theses included in tax literature, rates of excise tax are not provided for in a statute but they are provided for by the Ministry of Finance by virtue of regulations. The lawmakers creating a new statute of excise tax [26] used the same legislative technique which was used in the previous statute [27]. The maximum tax rates are specified in a statute but the Minister of Finance imposes actual tax rates being limited only by the cap specified in the statute. As a result excise tax is the only state tax in the case of which the lawmakers used the legislative method [28]. The legislative method allowing the Ministry of Finance to change tax burden relatively fast, avoiding the legislative way required when a statute is changed, contradicts the principle of assuring the stability of tax burden. The Ministry of Finance is able to change tax rates overnight. Making these changes in a way of a regulation deprives taxpayers of the possibility to prepare for the new laws. Contrary to Parliamentary debate regarding tax statutes, a regulation can be published and come into force on the day of publication, without giving taxpayers the possibility to become acquainted with the new provisions.

The situation described above causes important problems sometimes. For example, not long time ago the Ministry of Finance tried to impose new excise tax rates on heating oil. The proposed raise of tax rates, making them equal to rates on diesel oil, gave rise to protests of taxpayers, for whom higher tax rates would mean increased costs of living, especially for those who heat their houses with heating oil. Finally the Ministry of Finance withdrew the proposed regulation and Sejm passed a stop-gap statute which solved the problem only temporarily and to a limited extent. The new statute (still underway in the Parliament) [29] has to be evaluated negatively because contrary to the Constitution of Republic of Poland the tax rate on heating oil is still not provided in the statute. The Ministry of Finance can still lower it in a regulation, which means that the Ministry of Finance still decides about the level of the rate.

5. Summary

Considering the above statements it should be said that there are insufficient legal instruments ensuring stability of the legal system in Poland. The constitutional principle of exclusive competence of a statute in creating tax duty should be of fundamental importance in shaping tax-related provisions. Although article 217 of the Constitution of Republic of Poland does not provide for any exemptions as to the taxes, the lawmakers use different standards concerning different taxes. In the case of income taxes, rates cannot be changed during a tax year. Imposition of this principle causes some differences in administrative courts’ jurisdiction with respect to legal provisions concerning local taxes. Changes of rates of Goods and Services tax (VAT) can be imposed only by virtue of statutes upon one month’s notice. The lowest range of stability of taxation is guaranteed in the case of excise tax. Rates of excise tax are changed by the Ministry of Finance by virtue of regulations, although it is contrary to the Constitution. As a result of the above taxpayers cannot easily plan their activity because current law provisions do not ensure that the existing tax rates will be in force in the future.
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**Mokesčių naštos stabilumas**

Santrauka

Šiame straipsnyje autorius nagrinėja mokesčių naštos stabilumo problemą remdamasis Lenkijos Respublikos Konstitucija, kitaip galiojančiais teisės aktais, atsižvelgdamas į Lenkijos Konstitucinio Teismo praktikoje suformuluotus pagrindinius teisės principus.

Autorius atkreipia dėmesį į tuos pagrindinius faktorius, kurie lėmė radikalų Lenkijos mokesčių sistemos keitimą per pastaruosius dešimtmečius: politinę aplinką, įstatymo leidyklu nepriklausomumą, buvusią socialistinę valstybės mokesčių sistemos reformą; Lenkijos rengimą stoti į Europos Sąjungą. Atsižvelgiant į šiuos objektyvius faktorius, straipsnyje bandoma atsakyti į klausimą, ar tokiomis sąlygomis apskritai galimas stabilios mokesčių sistemos sukūrimas. Straipsnio pabaigoje autorius pažymi, kad Lenkijos įstatymuose įtvirtinta Finansų ministerijos galia sumažinti tam tikrų mokesčių tarifą prieštarauja šalies Konstitucijai ir taip padidina mokesčių nestabilumą Lenkijoje.
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